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ABSTRACT 
277 K- mesons have been stopped in a hydrogen bubble chamber,  
roughly doubling the number reported previously. Hyper on production r a t ios ,  
l ifetimes, decay-mode ra t ios ,  and decay angular distributions a r e  s ta t is t i -  
cally improved. C r o s s  sections for K-  interactions in flight a r e  reported. 
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I. Introduction 
A r e p o r t  on the f i r s t  137 K- interactions observed i the Berkeley 
10-inch hydrogen bubble chamber has  appeared previously.7 We shal l  
r e fe r  to  this  original repor t  a s  'Ref. 1. Subsequent Bevatron runs have 
roughly doubled the available data .  The new data (combined with the older 
data) a r e  h e r e  presented in the f o r m  of tables and graphs.  
No new types of events have been identified. 
T h e r e  a r e  two noticeable deviations f rom the ea r l i e r  reported r e s u l t s :  
The decay distributions of the hyperons a r e  now much more  consistent with 
isotropy. The r a t io  of Atb 9 . p r o d u c t i o n  appears  to  be less  than 1/2, 
possibly much l e s s .  
C r o s s  sections for K- e las t ic  scattering and Z+ + 2- production in 
flight a s  a function of momentum a r e  reported.  Up-down asymmetr ies  in 
Z- and Z+ decays  f rom hyperons produced f rom K- interactions in flight a r e  
discussed.  
1 Alvarez,  Bradner ,  Falk-Vairant ,  Gow, Rosenfeld, Solmitz, and Tripp,  
Nuovo Cimento 5 ,  1026 (1957); K" Interactions in Hydrogen, 
UCRL-3583, NOT. 1956. 
11. Distribution of Events 
Table I l is ts  a l l  the s t range-part ic le  interactions and decays ob- 
served  s o  f a r .  In cases  of neut ra l  par t ic les  resulting from K -  capture,  
differentiation between events in flight and those at r e s t  i s  generally not 
possible,  s o  that only the total  number of such events i s  noted. In Ref.  1 
the number of K events was est imated.  Subsequent runs were performed 
under such a va$ietY of experimental conditions that the number of K events P. i s  now considerably harder  to  es t imate .  However, the branching ra t io  
between neut ra l  and charged decays for  A and KO i s  quite well known, f rom 
associated production experiments ,  t o  be 
-0 0 Using these  numbers  we can infer the number of K , Z , and A produced 
that decay by  a neutral  mode. These a r e  indicated by the letter (c ) .  
* Beta-decay modes of the Z hyperons were investigated b y  studying 
the momentum distribution of the decay products. Within the uncertainty of 
the momentum measurements  no events were found that would have necess i -  
tated invoking this  alternative decay mechanism. On this bas is  the r a t e  of 
beta decay i s  found to  be l e s s  than 570 of the charged-pion decay. 
Calculations of the r a t e  of be ta  decay of the Z*, based on the same  
beta-decay interaction constant a s  found for the neutron decay, indicate 
that the r a t e  of decay via this  mode should be between 1% and 4% (depending 
on the choice of interactions) of the observed charged-pion mode of Z' 3 decay ) .  
* We obtain a value of 0.70 k0.15 fo r  this ra t io ,  when we use our observed 
number of A ' s  a r i s ing  f r o m  22- capture.  
  lan no, Samois ,  Schwartz,  Steinberger,  E i s  l e r ,  Phys.  Rev. (to b e  
published, 1957). 
- 
3 ~ .  Behrends and C .  Fronsdahl ,  Phys.  Rev. - 106, 345 (1957) 
- 
Table I 
Distribution of Events 
A. K- t p interactions 
F ina l  State Circumstances of K- interaction 
In flight At r e s t  Subtotal Total 
I K- t p (elast ic  sca t te r )  6 - 6 6 
I 
0 K2 Decay none observed (b) 
' -  I 10 
IV z- t T F T  
interacts  with p 0 
44*6 22 5 (c) j 66+9 
Total 247 277 
- 
Table I, continued 
B.  E- f p interactions 
Final  s ta te  
Z-  f p (elast ic  sca t te r )  
- events (a)  
P 
Total 
Circumstances of Z-  interaction 
In flight At r e s t  Tota l  
( ? )  Indicates assignment of occurrence in flight o r  a t  r e s t  is uncertain.  
(a) A ,"K " i s  a K disappearing in the chamber ,  yielding no visible interact ion o r  decay. P 
"X " a r e  defined analogously. 
P 0 
(b) Since the O 2  mean life i s  known to be > 3 x sec ,  l e s s  than 3% would decay in the chamber .  
( c )  Inferred f rom other experiments.  (See text and Ref.  2 . )  
111. Hyperon Lifetimes 
Additional events have improved the accuracy of measurement of 
hyperon mean lives. 
Not al l  the hyperons decayed in the chamber;  some 22- interacted 
with protons and some /\ escaped.  Under such conditions the mean life T 
i s  given by 
i s  the number of hyperons that decay, but T i s  the total  t ime of 
a l l  hyperons observed, including those that did notdecay,  i. e . ,  
= Tdecay + T e a a p e  + Tinteract .  F o r  /\k, TeSca cannot be measured 
d i rec t ly  but can be calculated f rom the probability o?escape of the observed 
/\'s that do decay. ( F o r  our chamber s ize and .momentum spectrum we 
find Tescape = 0.05 T d e c a y  ) The mean lives a r e  
Z+ = 0.7 a 0.1 x 10'1° sec ,  
2- = 1.6 r 0.2 x 1 0 - l o  sec ,  
The e r r o r s  a r e  s tandard deviations; they include the s tat is t ical  uncertainty 
given by  Eq. (1) and est imated experimental uncertainty. A new value fox 3 the density of liquid hydrogen (now measured4 a s  p = 0.0586 + 0.0006 g/cm ) 
at the t ime  of bubble formation i s  used in the computation of the mean life 
of the charged hyperons.  Decay curves for  the three  hyperons a r e  shown in  
F i g s ,  1 ,  2 ,  and 3 .  Again, no evidence i s  found for the existence of two l i fe-  
t i m e s  f o r  each hyperon, a s  would be expected on the bas is  of the parity- 
doublet hypothesis . 
I Angular Distribution of Hyperon Decay Products 
The decays of hyperons produced b y  the capture of K- f rom atomic 
orb i t s  comprise  a l l  but 14 of our decays.  The angular distribution of these 
decay products i s  of in t e re s t  both because any anisotropy would indicate that 
the hyperon spin i s  > 1 /2  and because a fore-af t  asymmetry  would confirm 
the existence of par i t  doublets. In Ref. 1 the angular distribution of decay 
-? products of 22- and C had only an 8.270 chance of being consistent with 
isotropy.  Our m o r e  recent  data have tended t o  wash out the anisotropy, 
4 ~ .  Cla rk  and W .  Diehl, Range-Energy Relation for  Liquid Hydrogen 
Bubble Chambers ,  UCRL-3789, May 1957. 
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Fig .  2 .  Distribution in t ime of flight for the Z- decays.  The 
shaded a r e a s  represent  Z- that interact ra ther  than 
decay. The mean life i s  r = ~ / n ~ ,  when T = total  ob- 
served  t ime of fl ight,  nd = number of observed decays.  
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Fig.  3 .  Distribution in t ime of flight for 4 decays.  
although "polar" decays (i. e .  , / cos B 1 31/2, 6 = c .  m .  angle between 
direct ions of .w andAor Z) a r e  s t i l l  slightly favored. A plot of the folded 
distribution for  A , z', and E- i s  given in Fig.  4. F o r  an isotropic 
distribution we expect 
n polar 
- = 0.500; 
11 total  
we find for  2' + C- npolar/ntotal = 88/159 = 0.55 a 0.04. A compilation of 
a l l  availabl emulsion data on Z made for  the 1957 Rochester Conference 
by  G. Snow' shows 
the combined hydrogen 2nd emulsion data give 
n polar/ntotal = 324/591 = 0.55 * 0.021. 
The probabili t ies of these three  r a t io sP  being consistent with isotropy a r e  
respect ively 2770, 2.170, and 1.770. T.his i s  ra ther  weak evidence for hyperon 
spins > 1/2. 
No statist ically significant fore-af t  asymmetry  has been observed. 
V. Energy  D i s t r i b ~ ~ t i o n  
The A produced by K- capture at r e s t  reaction VL of Table 1) have a 
unique energy  of 28.7 Mev, whereas  those A which a r e  decay products of 
Z? produced f rom K- capture a t  r e s t  have a spectrum f rom 5 to  27 Mev. 
The energy  spectrum should be symmetr ica l  about the mid energy if parity 
i s  conserved in the strong and electromagnetic interactions. By comparing 
the energy  distribution shown in F ig .  5 with the kinematic l imits we can say  0 that 44 * 6 events a rose  f rom C and that 10 T 6 were  A produced directly,  
This  differs  somewhat f rom the r a t io  
Z' - 14+2 
- -  reported in Ref. 1. A 7T2 , .  
The spectrum is slightly higher (by about 370) at the upper energy end, be -  
cause  of high-energy n preferent ial ly  escaping f r o m  the chamber.  Except 
fo r  the lifetime correct ion discussed in Section 111, the curves and tables 
a r e  not adjusted for  this effect. 
0 F o r  2 and produced f rom z- capture the kinematic division i s  
0 much c leaner ,  s o  that the identification a s  a Z or A i s  f r ee  of uncertainty. 
F r o m  the kinetic ener  i e s  of t h r e e  /\ from ZO we obtain a likelihood 6 function fo r  the Z- -C m a s s  difference show by the dashed line in Fig. 6 .  
The f igure a l so  shows the data o Plano et  a lqa (dotted curve) and a combined d 
curve  (solid curve)  for  the 2 - - 2  m a s s  difference of 7.61: Mev. We have 
measured  the m a s s  of Z' by measur ing  the range of stopped Z-  produced 
f rom K -  capture.  Our value of 11 98.5 * 1.4 Mev i s  not in disagreement with 
the m o r e  accura te  emulsion value of 11 96.5& 0.5 Mev. 
'proceedings of the Seventh Rochester  Conference (to be published, 1957). 
6 P r iva te  communication f r o m  M. Schwartz and R .  PBano(Brookhaven NatDE Lab . )  
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F ig .  4. Angular distribution of the decay products of hyperon 
decay with r e spec t  to  direction of motion of hyperon. 
The resu l t s  have been folded about 90° and plotted 
against the cosine of the center -of -mass  angle. 
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Fig .  5. Energy spectrum ofh 's  f rom K-  capture by protons. 
The spectrum of decaying A ' s  f rom ~ 0 ' s  hould be 
symmetr ic  about the average energy. The histogram 
i s  constructed by assigning to  each Aa  rectangle of 
unit a r e a  (indicated by the shaded rectangle) whose 
width shows the energy uncertainty of that /I. 
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Fig .  6 .  The dashed curve i s  the relative -likelihood function 0 for  the E--Z m a s s  difference based upon three z 0 ' s  
coming from, C- absorption. The to t ted  curve i s  the 
m a s s  difference from, Plano e t  al. The product of the 
two functions i s  shown by  the solid curve. The shaded 
"tails" or' the combined resul t  represent  32% of the 
whole a r e a ,  just as the a r e a  beyond one standard 
deviation i s  32% of the a r e a  under a gaussian distribution. 
VI. Phenomenology of T: Production and Decay 
The phenomenological analysis into relative amplitude and phases of 
I-spin ma t r ix  elements of Z production f r o m  K" capture,  contained in  Ref. 1, 
is based  upon the  assumption of capture f rom a single angular momentum 
s ta te .  If, as i s  likely, the capture takes place f rom severa l  angular 
momentum s t a t e s ,  then the analysis is-more difficult and the production 
ra t ios  of zP, ZO a r e  inadequate to  establ ish the contributions from various 
I-spin and angular -momentum channels. 
In Ref. 1 we showed that i f  par i ty  i s  conserved in 2 decay, then the 
experimental  r a t io  of the three  r a t e s  R ( Z - I  nn-),  R(Z*I nn*), R(Zf 1 
i s  incompatible with the proposed selection rule  I A I I  = 1/2. If pari ty  i s  
not conserved  the 1 A I / =  1/2 rule imposes extremely loose restri'ctions on 
the th ree  r a t e s ,  which a r e  indeed salisfied. 
VLI. K- Interactions in Flight 
Interactions of K- in  flight a r e  of in te res t  for severa l  reasons.  The 
energy  dependence and angular distribution of the c r o s s  sections indicate 
the magnitude of the contributions f rom various part ia l  waves. F u r t h e r -  
m o r e ,  f o r  those collisions producing hyperons, the hyperons may be 
polar ized n o r m a l  to  the plane of interaction. Then i f  the hyperon decay 
violates par i ty  conservation an a symmet ry  of the decay products with 
r e spec t  t o  the direction of polarization will in general  resul t .  
Table I contains a column listing the number of K- - p reactions 
that take place in  flight. In-flight production of charged hyperons i s  
eas i ly  establ ished,  whereas for  neutral  hyperons i t  i s  in general  difficult. 
This  i s  because the noncolinearity of two - char& outgoing part ic les  shows 
the event to  b e  in-flight 2' production, but for neutral  hyperons only when t h e  
/\ energy  exceeds 28.7 Mev by more  than the uncertainty in the energy 
measuremen t s  can the event be certified in-flight. Likewise the charge-  
exchange scat ter ing of K- in  flight may be  confused with the g a m e  reaction 
taking place a t  r e s t  %s long a s  the m a s s  uncertainty of the R remains  
la rge .  No fur ther  K1 have een observed since Ref. 1, and we tentatively 
identify a t  leas t  two of the K j  a s  a r i s ing  f rom K- interactions in flight. 
F igure  7 shows the c ross  sections observed for charged-hyperon 
production (black c i r c l e s )  and for K- elast ic  scattering (open c i r c l e s )  a s  
a function of K- laboratory momentum. C r o s s  sections below 50 ~ e v / c  
(2.5 M e v )  a r e  not given because of the possibility of systemic loss of low- 
energy  events .  Those points in F ig .  7 for  which no e r r o r s  a r e  given r ep resen t  
f ewer  than two events.  There seems  t o  be  no statist ically significant 
evidence for  a n  energy dependence t o  the c r o s s  sections,  therefore we 
average  over 50 to  200 ~ e v / c  to  obtain 
OK- e last ic  = 4 3  Q 22  mb. 
I I 
L - c++c- (~  EVENTI 
\ 0 K -  ELASTIC 
\ (4 EVENTS) 
F i g .  7. C r o s s  section for Z- interaction a s  a function of 
laboratory momentum. The c r o s s  sections for  xt + 2-  
production a r e  indicated by the black circles  and for  
elast ic  scattering by the open c i rc les .  Those points 
for which no e r r o r s  a r e  given represent  fewer than 
two events.  
T h e  la t te r  i s  in agreement  with a recent  emulsion compilation, while the 
f o r m e r  i s  c lear ly  not in agreement .  Over a momentum interval'  100 ~ e v / c  
to  175 ~ e v / c  emulsions yield a c r o s s  section of 18+10 mb for  z + t Z -  pro-  
duction on f r e e  protons.  
2 The quantity IT% i s  a l so  shown on Fig.  7. This r e  resents  th 
-5 
maximum S-wave react ion c r o s s  section (production of z * , ~ ,  A , and K ) o  
If the react ion c r o s s  section we e this  large then the elastic -scattering 
'2: 
c r o s s  section would a l so  be  .rr X . The experimental data c lear ly  fall  with- 
in  the  l imits  of these restr ic t ions.  Since the hyperon production reaction 
is quite exothermic,  the outgoing momentum does not vary  appreciably over 
the l imited momentum region considered here ,  so  that the hyperon-pro- 
duction c r o s s  section should have a dependence on the incoming momentum 
shown in the second column of Table 11. The third column of Table I1 gives 
momentum dependence for  e last ic  scattering. 
Table I1 
-- -- 
Momentum (p) dependence of reaction and elastic c ross  sections 
State Reaction c r o s s  section Elast ic  c r o s s  section 
S 1 - Constant 
P 
Additional data  should permi t  us to  determine the amount of S and P wave 
through this momentum dependence. One should note that, knowingthe 
s t rength  of the P-wave interaction, one can then predict  the r a t io  of K-9  
capture  f rom th; Bohr orbit  P state  to  that f rom the S s tate .  If a t  
150 ~ e v / c  the total  Kc-p c r o s s  section exceeds about 5 mb, then - P-state  
cap tu re  f rom the Bohr orbit  should predominate. 
t The angular distributions both for  e last ic  scattering and for  C t C -  
production show no statist ically significant deviations f rom isotropy. This 
i s  in agreement  with the emulsion compilation, 
In order  for  the hyperons to  be  polarized in K- interactions,  there  
m u s t  be interference between seve ra l  incoming channels: i ,  e . ,  one must 
go t o  sufficiently high momenta fo r  P waves to  contribute to  the reaction. 
In computing asymmetries we have therefore discarded those events 
occurr ing  a t  a laboratory momentum of l e s s  than 100 ~ e v / c .  Assuming 
tha t  the  radius  of interaction i s  r E $ , this  exclusion i s  equivalent to  
including only those events with k r > 1/2. 
7~ compilation of a l l  available emulsion data  by M. Ceccarel l i  for the 
Seventh Annual Rochester Conference on High-Energy Physics 
(to b e  published, 1957). 
The differential c r o s s  section and polarization for  a spin- 1/2 
part ic le  as a function of the center-of -mass angle can be written a s  
~ ( 6 )  = / a  t b  cos 61' + / c ( ~  s in2fi ,  
* * 
a(O)P(%) = 21m [(a + b cos 0)c sin 01. 
The S - P  interference t e rm produces a polarization proportional t o  sin 0,  
while the polarization from P-P interference goes a s  s in 8 cos 0. At low 
momenta one would expect the S - P  interference to  dominate s o  that 
p = p s in  8. 0 
If par i ty  i s  not conserved in the  decay process  then the two possible 
orbi tal  angular-momentum states  of the decay products interfere s o  a s  t o  
yield a n  asymmet r i c  angular distribution about the polarization direction. 
The decay angular distribution can be  written a s  
Under the  above assumption of predominant S-P interference, this  can be 
written a s  
I(@) = 1 f eo sin 0 cos 4, (4) 
where a i s  the asymmetry  coefficient of the hyperon decay and 4 i s  the 
angle between the normal  t o  the production plane (n = pk x p) and the 
direction of the decay pion; a, P, and e must lie bgtwcen. -1 and +1. 
Defining "up" t o  be in the direction of the normal ,  we find for  Z- decays 
seven pions going down and two up, while for Zt decays we find three  pions 
going down and none up. The number of events is obviously too smal l  t o  
pe rmi t  any f i r m  conclusion. However, a likelihood-function calculation 
fo r  both the Z- and the zt distribution indicates that in  each case  eg has 
t h r e e  t imes  the likelihood of being - 1 (where the likelihood function i s  
maximum) than of being zero .  
-19- 
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